INTRODUCTION
In any crime that goes to court, the presence of a witness to testify against a suspect draws equal interest from both the prosecution and the defence. The interest of prosecution in obtaining a conviction mostly hinges on witnesses and other forms of evidence. On the other hand, the suspect is either interested in keeping witnesses from testifying or impeaching the creditworthiness of their testimony through various conventional and unconventional processes.Unconventional means such as witness harm, intimidation and interference are a common occurrence and a fundamental threat to the rule of law and operational strategies of any reliable criminal justice system. 1 These tendencies become complex and sophisticated during investigations, prosecutions and adjudication of serious and organised crimes. 2 Thus provision of procedural and non-procedural protective measures ensure that witnesses are fully protected and freely make available crucial evidence. 3 Despite Malawi having the Penal Code, 4 Corrupt Practices Act (CPA) 5 , Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime, Terrorist Financing Act (ML/TF), 6 and Prisons Act 7 as part of processes and strategies for fighting serious and organised crime, there are no sufficient provisions to protect witnesses from both physical and psychological threats arising from their contact with the criminal justice system.This article discusses the need for a legal and policy perspective that would urgently address the necessity for sufficient witness protection in Malawi. In its approach to the discussion, it embraces policy-oriented jurisprudence. 8 Policy-oriented jurisprudence considers law as a decision-making process aimed at achieving human goods as cherished community values. 9 Firstly, the article considers brief origins of witness protection using the United States and Italy as main examples for common law and civil law respectively.
Secondly, it analyses the legal and psycho-social circumstances of witnesses in Malawi. postulate the values that witnesses add to criminal trials.
BACKGROUND TO WITNESS PROTECTION

2.1COMMON LAW JURISDICTIONS
In most common law jurisdictions, a person who gives a statement is required to physically testify as a witness during trial. 10 Thus in order to achieve a successful prosecution, the role 11 which witnesses play in investigations and fear-free testimony is paramount. 12 Witness protective measures can be traced back to legal and policy framework of the United States
Federal Government in the 1970s. 13 During that time, many prosecutions of organised crimes were suspended 14 because of murder of witnesses 15 It has been argued that non-procedural protective measures have had the weakness of focusing on physical safety and completely disregarding the witness" psychological wellbeing and that of his or her family. 49 Witness relocation without regard to geographical considerations has been considered as alienating and disturbing. 50 Notwithstanding the challenges outlined above, it is suggested that witness protection introduction not only modernised many criminal justice systems but also ameliorated the human good and welfare of witnesses.
ARGUMENTS FOR WITNESS PROTECTIVE MEASURES IN MALAWI
LEGAL
For a long time, serious and organised crimes such as corruption and money laundering have 
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These are just few of the numerous examples demonstrating how serious and organised crimes have cost Malawi a lot of money. It is suggested that these cases would have been known to public officers but none could come forward and report the same. This is so despite the law bestowing a duty and obligation on public officers to make reports for suspicions of crime. 59 It is posited that this is probably due to lack of comprehensive legal protection for witnesses and whistle-blowers. Section 51A of the CPA is the only one that comes nearest to witness protection. It offers whistle-blowers protection such as concealment, obliteration, address and name details during inquiry or trial.
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Further, any person who victimizes a whistle-blowers is liable to a fine and imprisonment. 61 However, we submit that this is not satisfactory for witness protection as it does not really provide for the much needed protection. Further, even for the protection of whistle-blowers, the provision leaves a lot to be desired. There is no comprehensive framework as to how such whistle-blowers can be protected. 
PYSCHO-SOCIAL SUPPORT
Witness intimidation has always been a serious obstacle in the quest for law and order.
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Alleged suspects have always used it as an "innovative defence", a tool to instil fear, dissuade or stifle investigations and prosecutions of serious and organised crimes. 71 Intimidation comes in so many forms such as straight forward threats or subtle and outwardly innocuous acts to witnesses and their families. Successful intimidation will result in injustice, prevent a witness or a victim from reporting, assisting in subsequent investigations or giving testimony at a hearing or trial of the suspect. In cases that are at an advanced stage, witnesses will claim contrary to their prior statements. They become refractory,
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"turncoats" or "flipped-up" witnesses pleading lack of personal knowledge, lack of current recollection, testify facts less than helpful, neutral or even damaging to the prosecution case. Although the above observation is with regards to staff, it is a clear manifestation of stress experienced by victims and witnesses, which if untreated, can lead to long term psychological or mental disturbances. One of the outcomes of the seminar was a recommendation that victims and witnesses be provided with easy access to "on-call" personnel on a 24-hr basis to offer psychological assistance.
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In cases where psycho-social support is not provided to witnesses, it is argued that some may not even recover from the psychological problems that they experience as witnesses. Pycho-social support provisions and processes are conspicuously missing from the broader criminal justice system.Itis suggested that the highlighted inadequacies above reflect a scenario where witnesses not only end up being re-traumatised by the system but also not able to access the services they need. There are no appropriate measures to protect the safety, physical and psychological well-being such as counselling (including trauma), assistance and dignity to witnesses who appear before the Malawi courts and others who are at risk on account of testimony given by such witnesses. It is thus suggested that the mere act of being a witness has a colossal impact and value to a person"s life. It is a human good that should be cherished by all citizens.
Testimony and intimidation can have serious effect on the health of witnesses. Witnesses are likely to suffer from depression, anxiety and in some cases be suicidal depending on the nature of intimidation and testimony. 81 The absence of witness protective measures within the criminal justice system leaves witnesses with no sense of safety as they fear retaliation especially when perpetrators of serious and organised crimes happen to be state actors or politically exposed persons. This is contrary to justice values that the Malawi community cherishes. 82 The criminal justice system in Malawi has the duty to respect the vital rights of witnesses and assist them with their particular needs and protection from further harm. It should be able to create an enabling and safe environment that will make it easy to report cases, access justice, fair trials and combat impunity. 82 Constitutional order based on the need for access to justice, openness, democracy and accountability; see Constitution of Malawi preamble and section 11 of the Constitution institutions alone are not enough to produce justice. 83 As such ensuring health and safety, including mental health and psychological wellbeing through provision of psycho-social support, of witnesses is an important element in justice delivery.
CALL FOR A MODERNISED CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
It is argued that a criminal justice system should be able to accord dignity of witnesses in form of safety, health and welfare. 84 Thus it is suggested that any criminal justice system that does not take deliberate steps to strenuously secure the rights of witnesses cannot be categorised as a modernised criminal justice process. Therefore, Malawi"s criminal justice system needs to take a turn and respect the right to dignity 85 for witnesses. Decision-makers need to consider a witness protection system for the country. There is need for proper consultations that are all inclusive of various participants in decision-making such as those involved in legislative framework, 86 rights advocates 87 and law interpreters.
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These participants standing in their observational points should be able to come up with a system that can offer a variety of services to witnesses based on individual circumstances. It is suggested that such services can include assistance to witnesses and their families through temporary protection, relocation, new identities, documentation for new identities, limited financial and employment assistance and pyscho-social assistance. Just like any other protection system, witnesses should be able to voluntarily relinquish their fundamental rights and personal autonomy.
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Notwithstanding, the provision of protection and respect for human rights and freedoms enshrined in the Constitution, it is argued that the proposed witness protection system"s decision-making mechanism regarding the welfare of witnesses should be able to restrict personal affairs such as freedom of association including freedom to Because of associated challenges of the above restrictions, the proposed protection system will have to cater for all psychological problems emanating from possible exclusion from one"s society or family ties. It should also cater for anticipated psychological problems or problems actually faced by witnesses due to their testimony or those emanating from intimidation. Catering for such psychological problems may require long term support for witnessesfrom counselling psychologists or other mental health professionals. Such support will help witnesses get on with life, help build a new life and get rid of paranoia, anxiety and suicidal tendencies.
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It is further proposed that when it comes to witness relocation and community order preservation, a proper protection system should be able to balance the rights of protected witnesses and the rights of the community at large. 98 Utmost care and critical research should be undertaken to dig into the histories of the potential witness to be protected. This would preserve public order and human good as there will be informed decision-making process for the persons admitted into the protection system. Thus reduce likelihood of such admitted witnesses committing further crimes while in a protection system. 99 It is suggested that mandatory risk assessment of such witnesses to the communities they will live in should be conducted before admission.
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Section 21(1) of the Constitution of Malawi; an intrusion to individual"s interests in avoiding disclosure of personal matters; see also It is proposed that the Malawi criminal justice system should be able to set up standards for its protection system. A leaf can be borrowed from other jurisdictions that based admissions into protection programs on: the witness" value to the trial including a record of witness" minimum background, significance of their testimony, summary of the testimony, evidence and availability of other prospective witnesses and degree of witness threat. 100 Further, other considerations have been persons connected to witness, relocation recommendations (if any), witness assets and liabilities, witness and family views on relocation and cooperation.
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Estimated court appearance date, other witnesses granted protection, witness and family medical problems, parole restrictions and monetary needs have also hugely influenced decision-making as regards admission into protection program. 102 Leaving out families from the range of protected persons will only create problems for the system 103 and will fall foul to the constitutional right to family and marriage as a natural and fundamental group unit of society needing such society and state"s protection.
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Admittedly, any criminal justice system with a witness protection program has challenges. Further, it is suggested that there can be a modified approach toward implementation of procedural protective measures such as those used in the child protection courts in Malawi. 107 In the same vein of procedural protective measures, anonymous testimony by witnesses is likely to face the muster of constitutionalism from fair trial right advocates. 108 It is argued that the apparent abuses of the one party system and concept of justice in Malawi reinvigorated the framers of the Constitution to curve into law guarantees that would secure and postulate the cherished values for fair trial rights to the criminal justice system. 109 While the framers explicitly guaranteed the rights of accused persons during trial, no parallel constitutional safeties exist for witnesses. The only ever opportunity to have such witness rights secured was thrown out by the High Court for fear of slipping back into the den of no protections or guarantees for fair trial, public trial rights and press freedom. 110 Thus it is suggested that any decision-maker confronted with competing interests of interpreting witness protective measures against fair trial rights of an accused person should take a balanced approach. This balanced approach will secure the safety of the witnesses and also take into account the right to fair trial. Even in anonymous testimony, the accused person or his counsel should be a zealous advocate for his or her client and still be able to crossexamine the anonymous witness. The ambit for fair trial right litigation has the potential of extending to redacted disclosures to the defence. 111 Incomplete disclosures 112 for purposes of preserving security and privacy of witnesses has been held to be an issue touching on the constitution in Malawi. 113 Thus it is suggested that in trying to established the proposed witness protection system, there is need to consider and find a balancing act on the interplay and relationship between right to privacy, right to fair trial and right to information. It is further suggested that decision-makers should be able to determine for the sake of human good whether such redacted disclosures do impede on the accused person"s efforts towards investigating the creditworthiness of state witnesses and the right of an accused person to know the identity of his accusers. Thus it will be the duty of the trial court to exercise discretion on sufficient evidentiary basis as to such redacted disclosures. 114 The judge becomes the unbiased umpire between the defence and the prosecution. sentence.This is a human good that a modernised criminal justice system should strive to embrace. It is therefore recommended that participants in law reform and amendments of the Prisons Act should consider this human good and accord dignity to these convicted persons.
Non-procedural protective measures should mirror legal and policy formulation that will not only align them to the dictates of the constitution, 117 but also applicable international law, Malawi should anticipate rectification of skills that are in short supply such as enough psychologists to run the system and properly trained law enforcement officers. By moving towards a modernised criminal justice system, it is only right and proper that such skills should be in abundance. A system cannot run if psychologists who are supposedly entrusted with the health and well-being of the witnesses are in shortfall. 121 Further, lack of skills for those running the system can at times lead to breaches of witness security. Thus it is suggested that for a properly coordinated system to run and protect witnesses, decisionmakers should be able to appreciate the need for refresher trainings so as to keep the officers operating the system with up to date skills as regards operational mechanisms for protecting witnesses and early detection with witness intimidation. proper complaint filing procedures within the system, misconduct 123 by protected witnesses while in the system, should be avoided at all cost. The architects of the system should be able to devise a mechanism that allows for the smooth running of the protective measures. This is the only way protected witnesses can remain confident and cherish their dignity.
CONCLUSION
It is proposed that the discussed challenges should be viewed as an ongoing concern for the proposed witness protection system involving innovative techniques that will continuously aim at achieving a workable system. Growing menace to intimidation and witness safety cannot be tolerated. 124 Modernising criminal justice system by establishing witness protection programs has been one way of ridding such menaces 125 with the option of relocating witnesses with crucial evidence involving serious and organised crime who are facing danger from the accused and their associates. 126 With the rise in serious and organised crime mainly involving corruption in Malawi, there is need to seriously consider witness protective measures. There may be need to establish a unit that would run the system with well-structured and strategic gate-keepers as decision-makers guaranteeing tactical 127 roles on admission, relocation, housing and pyscho-social welfare. 128 Such protected witnesses will have to make an informed decision by signing an MOU confirming cooperation and setting out assistance expected. Thus policy and decision-making on financial costs will likely have a huge bearing on the witness and his or her family responsibilities, witness standard of living, changing nature of threats and how quickly they settle in new communities. 129 Relocation will possibly leave witnesses apprehensive. 130 Sufficient numbers with proper skills will psychologically help ease the tension. Thus witnesses should be accorded the dignity and consistent protection that involves accountability measures through reports. Being an adversarial system, 131 it is only logical for due regard to the accused person"s rights 132 through crossexamination be allowable. 133 For the system to be a success, there should be proper mechanisms for accountability of resources and operations as regards the system. 134 These reports should include relocations of protected witnesses as a critical point to the system. 135 Foreign citizens 136 and large families though a costly effort have to be included within the system. Efforts need to be made to ensure that the system is not marred with criminal recidivism 137 from previously career criminals. 138 From the above discussion, it is concluded that modernising Malawi"s criminal justice system by incorporating witness protection system will immensely advance the fight against serious and organised crime in the country.
Appropriate measures need to be taken to protect the safety, physical and psychological wellbeing, dignity and privacy of witnesses through security arrangements, counselling and assistance. This is one of the core symbols that should define a modernised criminal justice system. The pertinent social context Malawi should bear in mind decision process 139 that is aimed at goal clarification of fighting serious and organised crime, trend description of the country has previously grappled with serious and organised crime, examining conditions in which such fights have been operationalised, projection of future developments and policy alternatives designed to maximize the goal values of the nation. It is thus summed up that establishing witness protection system will go a long way in contributing to the fight.
